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with ball-bearing eyes to save them the trouble of
turning round; No zest in this sort of existence
no enterprise. And eels are no better. It must be
exceedingly unpleasant to be such an untidy size
all over the place at once, one-half of you not
knowing how the other half lives and every kind
of haddock running into a section of you without
apologizing. Then there are queer, eccentric fish
so curiously designed, so complex, so replete with
spare parts, so fitted by evolution for any emergency
that life must be one confounded puzzle to remem-
ber whether the rope growing from your chest was
put there in case of fire or tempest.
Ah !   the happy fish is the lemon sole !
With lemons ruled out as one of life's little ironies,
a sole is about the happiest thing in water and the
loveliest to watch in a heat wave. If you were a
sole you would have the most delightful accordion-
pleated sides to you, your eyes would be together
on top of your head in the handiest way, so that
when you wanted to lie in the sand you could see
what is going on above. You would do a lot of
swimming. You would get the full value out of
cool, green water.
You would agitate your accordion pleats and find
yourself curving and dipping and somersaulting
through the sparkling depths, doing cart-wheels over
flounders and spotted plaice, looping the loop round
air bubbles, and fluttering down through the sweet
sea water, snapping your fins at the outrageous
. thought of Meuni^re, Colbert, or Bordelaise.
. Then you would always have the lobsters to
laugh at.
With one eye out of the sand you would meditate
on the mysterious, remote world beneath the waves
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